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STEM ALLIANCE NEWSLETTER AUTUMN 2022
BACK TO SCHOOL CAMPAIGN 2022
Every year, the STEM Alliance organises the “Back to
School Campaign” to motivate young people to pursue
STEM careers, mobilising a capable and innovative
workforce in Europe. Focusing on STEM jobs of the
future, the aim of the campaign is to inspire teachers
to spark interest on STEM in their classrooms and to
encourage students in finding their route in the STEM
field.
During the campaign, the STEM Alliance industry
partners will provide networking opportunities,
disseminate information about STEM career skills, and
give visibility to current and future working opportunities.
A series of webinars with experts from the educational and industry field will be organised to facilitate the relationship between
industries and schools, together with the STEM Alliance, GSMA is launching a competition on the mSchools modules.
Co-organised with Scientix and the STE(A)M IT project, the aim of the Back to School Campaign 2022 is to offer an open space for
raising awareness about the importance of STEM for the students’ future lives.
Check here to see the scheduled events!

MEET THE BEST-IN-CLASS START-UPS
Congratulations to our new members, CleverBooks and Cobie AI, for winning the award for Best-in-Class in the IMPACT
EdTech acceleration programme!

CLEVERBOOKS
CleverBooks is a Digital collaborative learning space for primary education based on
Augmented Reality and Artificial Intelligence. They create immersive digital and gamified
activities for students to work independently or in teams, to succeed at their own level and
pace.
Click here to find out more about CleverBooks.

COBIE AI
Cobie AI is an AI assistant for coding classes which believes teachers should
teach, and Cobie AI should do everything else. Coding is hard, and it’s also
hard to teach. Cobie AI offers an embedded lesson plan inside the smart
classroom, while students are learning in a game-based environment, their
teachers can focus on how to inspire the next generations of thinkers and
creators.
Found out more about Cobie AI here.
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WATCH THE LAST EPISODE OF SCIENTIX TV!

ScientixTV welcomes you back from the summer break
with a new episode supported by GSMA.
In this episode, we focused on the skills needed for STEM
careers of the future, new technologies in the classroom
and the #22BackToSchool Campaign, co-organized by the
STEM Alliance and the STE(A)M IT.
To help the teachers inspire the students about STEM
jobs, in this episode we hosted:
- Policy Adviser to the Greek Minister of Education and
Religious Affairs Vicky Kot-si-kopolu and director of
m-Schools Albert Forn.
- Mario de Mauro and Stella Magid-Podolsky teachers and
members of the Career Advisers Network, who shared their testimonials on hands-on experience in the classroom.
- George Roungos, who performed the “flying ping pong ball” experiment, which can help students to better understand
aerodynamics.
Have you seen #ScientixTV episode 4?
Watch it here!
- Stay tuned: In October, we will discuss the Future classroom with Lenovo and Qualcomm!

GSMA WEBINAR

On September 21 at 17:00 CEST, the STEM Alliance, Scientix and
GSMA are organizing the webinar “Discover mSchools and join the
Competition” to introduce you to the mSTEAM modules.
mSTEAM modules offer multidisciplinary project and challengebased lessons that promote learning through scientific inquiry and
engineering processes.
During this webinar, you will have a chance to learn how two
mSTEAM modules, created in collaboration with the Centre for
Genomic Regulation and Nano Educa, promote inquiry-based
learning and offer teachers valuable resources to adapt in their
classrooms. Let’s close the gap between science taught in the
classroom and scientific work done by research centres, academia
and industry partners!
Join us to learn about hands-on experiments and their practical applications, and finally - the STEM Alliance - GSMA
competition! Two modules will show students how to use their mobile phones for exciting means and ends, such as building
a microscope or getting to know and share local urban art. At the end of the event, we will be happy to answer your questions
and explain the steps needed to participate in this competition.
Book your spot here!

MEET THE INNOVATORS WEBINAR

As a part of the Back to School Campaign, the STEM Alliance,
Scientix, Clever Books and COBIE AI are organizing the webinar
“Meet the Innovators” on September 22 at 17:00 CEST,
Clever Books and Cobie AI start-ups will present their solutions
to improve STEM education, and give an overview of how STEM
is needed to create and develop business. During the webinar,
attendees will have the opportunity to ask questions to our speakers
Darya and Miha, and discover more about how can we foster STEM
careers in the classroom.
Do you want to get the most out of their solutions and apply their
tips in your classroom?
Book your spot here!
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FOUNDATION FOR TRANSPORT WEBINAR
On September 28 at 17:00 CEST, the STEM Alliance, Scientix and
Foundation for Transport are organizing the webinar “Hot skills with
STEM Alliance and Foundation for Transport: STEM Jobs of the
Future”.
The Foundation for Transport is launching various initiatives to train
the future generations in new technologies in transport by partnering
with industry players and reaching out to youths of 14 years of age
and more, to understand how STEM features in green transport, be it
an aircraft, a sea-going vessel or land transportation.
During this webinar you will be introduced to different career
prospects, from aviation to maritime, to spark your student’s curiosity
in the STEM jobs of the future in transport. The webinar will open with
the testimonial from an 11-year-old student, passionate about STEM
aviation. After that, a captain will share his experience in maritime
jobs and a PhD researcher will explain his research in innovative green
technologies in the design of ships.
Book your spot here!

LENOVO WEBINAR

On September 14 at 17:00 CEST, the STEM Alliance, Scientix and
Lenovo are organizing the webinar “Hot skills: Get ready for the
Unknown” in the context of the Back to School Campaign.
65% of new pupils of Primary School will be employed in a not
existing yet work. And those new jobs will require different technology
skills. In this context, we need to anticipate, prepare for, respond to
and adapt to incremental changes and sudden disruptions in order
to thrive and bring about better outcomes for all.
During this webinar, Lenovo’s leaders will share their career paths,
learning journeys and experience in working in IT companies.
Book your spot here!

MICROSOFT WEBINAR

On September 29 at 17:00 CEST, the STEM Alliance, Scientix and
Microsoft are organizing the webinar “STEM Alliance and Microsoft
webinar: Impactful Game-Based Learning Experiences”.
Microsoft Education Edition brining game-based learning to all ages.
Working in partnerships with some of the world’s most notable
institutions and individuals, Minecraft has developed a series of
learning experiences that bring impactful learning to life.
Explore how to use free learning content that addresses some of the
toughest challenges in an age appropriate, meaningful, and deeply
immersive way. Explore peace makers, community cohesion and
sustainability, utilising content from world experts and authorities,
that will enhance any educational setting.
Book your spot here!
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PARTNERS UPDATES
AMGEN FOUNDATION DOUBLES DOWN ON SCIENCE EDUCATION THROUGH $30M
The Amgen Foundation has more than doubled its commitment to LabXchange, an online science education platform that provides
users globally with access to high-quality science education resources at no cost. Through Amgen Foundation’s additional $30 million
investment, LabXchange will expand and deepen collaborations with STEM organizations worldwide, and pursue opportunities to
serve more learners, particularly in communities that are underserved.
Over the next three years, LabXchange is focused on:
•
Expanding the platform’s biotechnology, data science, and
climate change content
•

Making content available in 30+ languages

•	Launching a teacher ambassador network
•

Adding content that addresses racial inequity in STEM

•

Enhancing content for middle schoolers

Through LabXchange, educators and students can discover, engage in, and
share personalized online lab experiments, lectures and videos that complement in-person learning. To learn more about the Amgen
Foundation’s commitment to LabXchange and how it will help students everywhere participate in science, visit AmgenFoundation.org
and check out this article: 8 Ways $30 Million from Amgen Foundation Commitment Will Improve STEM Education Globally.

FOUNDATION FOR TRANSPORT SUPPORTS FUTURE STEM JOBS
STEM is the heart of vocational training in transport. It must be accessible to everyone. So, the Foundation for Transport is
launching various initiatives to train the future generations in new technologies in transport by partnering with industry players and
reach out to youths of 14 years of age and more, to understand how STEM features in green transport, be it an aircraft, a sea-going
vessel, land transportation.
In September 2022, the Foundation for Transport will participate in a STEM Alliance webinar and as explained in a testimonial we
received from an 11-year-old student: The future in STEM in transport is amazement and huge curiosity about how science moves

KEY2ENABLE CONTINUES EMPOWERING PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
Key2enable was shortlisted from 319 nominations globally as the only Social Impact startup representing the United Arab
Emirates for the most coveted ZeroCall23 Project, supported by the United Nations. Also, the startup has been expanding markets:
they were selected by prestigious accelerators such as MindCET (Israel), Startup Estonia, Acredita Portugal, and 5-HT Digital Hub
Ecosystem, Germany.
They are now empowering people with disabilities even more by launching their latest innovation, Colibri, promoting digital
accessibility. The Bluetooth sensor enables users with restricted movement from neck down to access cellphones, computers
and even smart TVs through gestures such as head tilts and eye blinks.

ONESTREAM SOFTWARE PARTNERED WITH CODEMONKEY
Since the last newsletter, OneStream Software has been developing its global partnership with CodeMonkey – an online platform
to promote coding initiatives for 5-14 year olds. This award-winning platform teaches coding languages like CoffeeScript and
Python through an exciting, game-like environment. This strategic project took a big step forward recently as funding was allocated
to enable more than 5,000 underprivileged children in the US and the UK to engage with the platform. We are excited to play a small
part in equipping the next generation with essential STEM skills.

SKRIWARE’S PLATFORM FOR TEACHERS GAINS NEW FUNCTIONALITY
Skriware recently introduced a new functionality to their online platform for teachers - Skriware Academy. The platform is a place
where teachers can find video tutorials, e-courses about 3D print, robotics, programming and modern teaching methods, lesson
scenarios and materials for students. From now on also - Activities - short in class exercises that can be carried out in even less
than 10 minutes. Activities are perfect for teachers who are starting their adventure with tech tools in the classroom, would like
to better engage their students or are already lacking time, because of the extensive core curriculum. Demo version of Skriware
Academy is free, you can access it via: https://academy.skriware.com/.
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THE NEW LENOVO NETFILTER
The increased reliance on technology to facilitate learning puts more
devices in students’ hands than ever before. As a result, many educators
are increasingly concerned about digital dangers including harmful content,
malware attacks, and cyberbullying.
Administrators, IT decision makers, and teachers alike are looking for ways
to address the safety and security challenges students face every day.
The new Lenovo NetFilter web filtering software offers cloud-based, AIdriven protection for student devices in both onsite and remote learning
environments.
Lenovo NetFilter provides:
•
Dynamic filtering – Artificial intelligence works to constantly categorize unknown domains giving you faster and more
reliable web filter
•
Simple implementation – With convenient mass deployment and built-in customizable reports, makes getting started
quick and easy
•
Compliance readiness – Meets necessary compliance standards and regulations required by the Children’s Internet
Protection Act, and more
•
Real-time alerts – Upgrade to Lenovo NetFilter+ to receive keystroke alerts to dangerous online behaviors
Discover more about Lenovo NetFilter on Lenovo Tech Today:
https://techtoday.lenovo.com/gb/en/solutions/education/netfilter

FIRST AND QUALCOMM EMPOWER YOUNG INVENTORS TO BE CATALYSTS FOR CHANGE
At Qualcomm, we know that the future of the technology workforce relies on the development of young and creative problem
solvers. That is why we support the FIRST® LEGO® League Global Innovation award, which celebrates the next generation of
innovators and changemakers developing solutions for today’s societal problems.
This year, teams from around the world were honored for their outstanding inventions solving global transportation-related issues.
By solving real-life problems, students are developing mindsets, competencies, and inspiration to make the world a better place
and prepare them for the future.
Take a look at a few of this year’s top inventions.

About the STEM Alliance
The STEM Alliance (www.stemalliance.eu) brings together industries, Ministries of Education and education stakeholders to promote
Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics education and careers to young Europeans and address anticipated future skills gaps
within the European Union. The STEM Alliance builds on the success of the EU-funded inGenious initiative (2011-2014) to increase the
links between STEM education and careers, by involving schools throughout Europe.

http://www.stemalliance.eu/

@stemalliance_eu

StemAllianceEU

StemAllianceEU

